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Visualizing Leibniz'sRule
MARC FRANTZ
IndianaUniversity
Bloomington,IN47405

Leibniz'srule for differentiatingunderthe integralsign deals with functionsof the
form

A(x) =

(1)

f(x, y) dy.

If f and fx = af/ax are continuousin a suitableregion of the plane, and if f' is
continuousover a suitableinterval,Leibniz'srule says thatA' is continuous,and
fi(x)

A'(x) =

fx(x, y)dy + f(x, Pf(x))fi'(x).

f

(2)

(A formalstatementof the rule appearsat the end of this note.) Most textbooksgeneralizeLeibniz'sruleto the case whenthe lowerlimit of integrationin Equation(1) is
also a functionat(x). This is easily done, since
fi(X)

Of(x)

a(x)

f(x,y) dy -

IJ(x) f(x, y) dy=]
a(x)OO

f(x,y)dy.

The readercan find variousderivationsand applications*of Leibniz'srule in adcan we give to the two
vancedcalculustexts (cf. [2], [3], [4]). But whatinterpretation
terms-an integralanda product-on the rightside of Equation(2)? An integralis the
areaundera curve,or betweentwo curves,anda productof two factorscan be the area
of a rectangle.I will show thatthis is essentiallythe correctgeometricinterpretation,
andgive an informalderivationof Leibniz'srulewhichmayappealto visuallyoriented
students.
of A(x), andthis is given in FIGURE 1.
First,we need a geometricinterpretation
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Figure1 Geometric interpretationof A(x)

Here we imagine a surfacez = f(x, y) above the xy-plane, and a curve y = f(x)
lying in the xy-plane itself. If we now considerx fixed, then A(x) as given in Equa*A recent applicationin this MAGAZINE [1] promptedme to think aboutthe rule again.
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tion (1) is just the areaof the lamina(shadedin FIGURE1) beneaththe curvez(y) =
f(x, y).

The next step (FIGURE 2) is to consider a correspondinglamina at a new xcoordinatex + Ax. I have depictedthis lamina,whose area is A(x + Ax), as being largerthan the first, with the area A(x) of the first lamina projectedforward
onto it for comparison.Withx and Ax fixed, the upperboundaryis now the curve
z(y) = f (x + Ax, y), and at any y-coordinate y, the increase in height is approximately f (x, y)Ax. Similarly, the increase in the lamina's width is approximately
l'(x) Ax.

z
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A(x)AX
Figure2 A(x) projectedonto A(x + Ax)

Finally,I've takenthe laminain FIGURE2 andisolatedit in FIGURE3 for clarity.
The areaof the smallpiece in the upperrightcorneris proportional
to (AX)2, so to first
= A (x + Ax) - A (x)
orderaccuracyin Ax we can ignoreit. Thus the increase
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in areais approximatelyequal
to thatof the two shadedregionsin Figure3:
Fiur 3. Aproxmt
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This is the desiredgeometricinterpretation;
the two termson the rightside of Equation (2) areproportional,
3. Indeed,we
respectively,to the areasAl andA2 in FIGURE
caqnuseEquations(4) to substitutefor A1and A2in Equation(3), anddivideb Ax 3to
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obtain
AA

Ax

r (X)
J, fx(x, y) dy + f(x,

f3(x))f3'(x).

Letting Ax -O 0 gives us Leibniz's rule.

Comment This approach seemed so naturalto me that I was surprised not to find it
in a textbook. However, one of the referees found a closely related exposition in an old
classic text [5].

Formalstatementof Leibniz's rule. Let A(x) be givenby (1). If f andfx = af/ x
are continuous in a region R, and if /B(x) > 0 is continuously differentiable for a <
x < b, and if {(x, y) Ia < x < b, 0 < y < /(x)} C R, then A is continuously differentiable for a < x < b and A'(x) is given by (2).
Acknowledgment. My thanks to BarbaraNimershiem for pointing out Colin Adams' article [1], and for my
going-awaypresent-the question that led to this note.
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A Celestial Cubic
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... Nature is pleased with simplicity and affects not
the pomp of superfluous causes.
Newton
Introduction The Greek philosopher Epicurus (342?-270 BC) espoused an infinity of worlds like our own. Later thinkers followed suit, sometimes with tragic
consequences-Giordano Bruno (1548?-1600) was consumed by the flames of the
Inquisition for preaching, among other things, a plurality of worlds. In modem times
belief in the existence of extra-solar planets has been nearly universal (leading sometimes to comedy, rather than tragedy-viz. UFOs, alien abductions, etc.), yet the
immense inter-stellardistances involved have defeated efforts to observe such planets
directly. In fact, direct visual observation of extra-solar planets has been compared to
naked-eye viewing, at a distance of many miles, of a moth fluttering around a porch
light.
Recently convincing indirect evidence of planets orbiting specific stars has emerged.
In the past indirect evidence has led to major astronomical discoveries. Indirect visual
evidence, in the form of observations of orbital perturbations of Uranus, combined
with the solution of a difficult mathematical inverse problem by Adams and Leverrier

